SERVICE PHONE NO: 8634097376 (Michael)
Must read entire instruction before installation

Instruction for CISS system Brother
1. After installing CISS if there is something wrong or there is a printer error coming up- Please e-mail
Michael at Michael@hotzone360.com
2. Make sure to describe your printer error in detail and what you have tried so far to fix it. I will help
you fix it or send replacement parts or a replacement unit.

Warning!
Please keep ink tanks on the same table as the printer without anything
under the ink tank. DO NOT put ink tank above the printer or on top of the
printer. Do not mix ink from different manufactures mixing ink may cause ink
to clog in the ciss or even worse in your printer.
YOU MAY HAVE TO USE A PIECE OF TAPE TO KEEP DOOR CLOSED, BUT NOT ALWAYS. IF
THERE IS AIR IN THE LINES DO A NOZZLE CHECK AND A HEAD CLEAN. ONCE RESERVOIR
TANKS REACH 25% ADD THE INK WITH THE SYRINGE.
IF DOOR CAN’T CLOSE, JUST USE SOME PAPER CLIP TO ACTIVE THE SENSOR TO FOOL
THE PRINTER.

Prepare:
You need put the air filter on the top ink tank after you take the air plug off the tank, see the picture
below:
(There are two plugs on the top of the ink tank, the small one is air plug)

Install the cartridge into printer.
Here are 2 kinds of cartridge room for brother inkjet printer.
The first one is without individual door for each cartridge, which is very easy to follow the printer
message to put the cartridge in one by one.
Note: when you close the door make sure the tube is not fully pinched, and the ink can go through
the part pressed by the door, or you can just let the door open and put some paper to jam the door
sensor to fool printer.

The second one is every cartridges have individual door, and that will take some time to install it
Because we need take the white color plastics off the individual door
Here is how to do it

1. We need take the individual door off the printer.

2. We need take the white color part off the individual door, it is easy to take off from the color ones,
you just need push down and push it forward, it will go off, but it is kind hard to take it off from
the black cartridge door, sometimes you have to break it.

3. After you take the white part off the doors, put the door back to the printer. You also can do it
without take the door out, but it is easier to take it out then take the white part off.
4. Follow the printer screen message, to put the cartridge in one by one.

Another solution for the door

If you feel too difficult to take the white part off, you don’t need do it then, you don’t even need put
the doors back on, the doors are not necessary for the printer, it only have one function, when you
open the door, it use 2 hooks (on the bottom) to pull the cartridge out, that is why when you open
the door, the cartridge is out at the same time. You can just take it out and leave it off, then put the
cartridge in one by one follow the printer message. By the time you need take to cartridge out,
(when the cartridge need to be reset) you just use a little hook like the hook on the bottom of door to
pull the bottom of the cartridge, the cartridge will be out, you don’t need 2 hooks to do that, you just
need one .

5. Setup the tube

Reset the cartridge:
When the cartridge show empty by printer, you need reset the cartridge to fool the printer to make it
think you change to another cartridge, here is how to do it
For example printer show black cartridge is empty, all you need to do is open the cartridge front
door, take black cartridge out and put it back in and close the front door, the cartridge will show full
again
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